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We show that a solution of the optimal assignment problem can be obtained as the limit of the solution
of an entropy maximization problem, as a deformation parameter tends to infinity. This allows us to
apply entropy maximization algorithms to the optimal assignment problem. In particular, the Sinkhorn
algorithm leads to a parallelizable method, which can be used as a preprocessing to handle large dense
optimal assignment problems. This parallel preprocessing allows one to delete entries which do not be-
long to optimal permutations, leading to a reduced instance which becomes solvable with limited memory
requirements.
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1. Introduction
One of the most classical problems in combinatorial optimization is optimal assignment. Several ap-
plications of this problem arise in different fields of applied sciences such as bioinformatics for protein
structure alignment problem Holm (1993); Lin, Y. H. et al. (2004), VLSI design Huang et al. (1990),
image processing and computer vision Cheng et al. (1996), and the pivoting problem in the solution of
large linear systems of equations Olschowka & Neumaier (1996); Duff & Koster (2000); Li & Demmel
(2003). Thus, this problem has received considerable attention and several algorithms have been pro-
posed to solve it.
The first polynomial time algorithm to solve this problem was proposed by Kuhn (1955). It works
in O(n4) time, which was improved to O(n3) by Edmonds & Karp (1970) (see also Dinic & Kronrod
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(1969)) where n denotes the dimension of the input matrix. In the sparse case, Fredman & Tarjan (1987)
proposed an improved algorithm which uses Fibonacci heaps for the shortest paths computations. It runs
in O(n(m+ n logn)) time where m denotes the number of arcs. Several other algorithms have also been
developed. We refer the interested reader to the recent book of Burkard et al. (2009).
In this paper we exploit the connection between the optimal assignment problem and entropy max-
imization. The latter is well studied in the field of convex optimization Fang et al. (1997). The main
idea is to think of the optimal assignment problem as the limit of a deformation of an entropy maxi-
mization problem. More precisely, given an n×n non-negative matrix A = (ai j), let us look for an n×n
bistochastic matrix X = (xi j) maximizing the relative entropy
Jp(X) :=− ∑
16i, j6n
xi j(log(xi j/api j)− 1) , (1.1)
Here, p is the deformation parameter. We will show in Section 2 that when p goes to infinity,
the unique solution X(p) = (xi j(p)) of the entropy maximization problem converges to a point X(∞)
which is of maximal entropy among the ones in the convex hull of the matrices representing optimal
permutations. In particular, if there is only one optimal permutation, X(p) converges to the matrix
representing this optimal permutation. In Section 2.3 we prove that, as p → ∞,
|xi j(p)− xi j(∞)|= O(exp(−cp)), ∀16 i, j 6 n
for some constant c > 0. This shows an exponential convergence to the optimal solution when p in-
creases.
The maximal entropy matrix X(p) can be computed by any matrix scaling algorithm such as Sinkhorn
iteration Sinkhorn & Knopp (1967) or Newton method Knight & Ruiz (2012). Subsequently, these it-
erative methods can be used to develop new algorithms to solve the optimal assignment problem and
related combinatorial optimization problems.
In Section 3, we introduce an iterative method which is based on a modification of Sinkhorn scaling
algorithm, in which the deformation parameter is slowly increased (this procedure is reminiscent from
simulated annealing, the parameter p playing the role of the inverse of the temperature). We prove that
this iteration, which we refer to as deformed-Sinkhorn iteration, converges to a matrix whose entries
that belong to the optimal permutations are nonzero, while all the other entries are zero. An estimation
of the rate of convergence is also presented, but this appears to be mostly of theoretical interest since in
practice, the convergence of this algorithm appears to be slow.
In Section 4, we investigate a preprocessing algorithm which can be used in the solution of large
scale dense optimal assignment problem. This problem appears in several applications such as vehicle
routing problem, object recognition and computer vision Busˇ & Tvrdı´k (2009). An application to cos-
mology (reconstruction of the early universe) can be found in the work of Brenier et al. (2003). Models
of large dense random assignment problems are also considered in (Mezard et al., 1987, Ch. VII) from
the point of view of statistical physics.
Our preprocessing algorithm, is based on an iterative method that eliminates the entries not belong-
ing to an optimal assignment. This reduces the initial problem to a much smaller problem in terms of
memory requirements. This is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2.
The idea of this algorithm is to take p large enough, then apply a diagonal scaling algorithm to
A(p) until convergence to a bistochastic matrix X , and finally delete the small entries of X . Computing
naively the exponential of A(p) would lead to numerical overflow for large values of p. However, in
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FIG. 1. Euclidean random assignment problem, see Sec-
tion 5.1 for more details.
FIG. 2. Reduced problem after applying the preprocessing
algorithm.
Section 4.1, we shall see that it is possible to implement this iteration in a numerically stable way (with
“log-glasses”). We also provide an approximate optimality certificate which can be used to check a
posteriori that the result of the algorithm is optimal up to a given factor. Our algorithm, presented in
Section 4.2, assumes the existence of at least one matching, since otherwise, Sinkhorn iteration may not
converge.
In Section 5, we present the result of running the preprocessing algorithm on several dense matrices
from gallery of Matlab. We consider two variants of the algorithm, one by using Sinkhorn iteration as
the diagonal scaling algorithm and the other one by using Newton iteration. The advantage of Newton
method is the speed of the convergence to bistochastic matrix. On the other hand, the advantage of
Sinkhorn iteration is that, it can be efficiently implemented in parallel Amestoy et al. (2008); Duff et al.
(2008). So, the latter variant of the preprocessing algorithm can be used in the solution of very large
dense optimal assignment problems, where the data cannot be stored in one machine. In this way, the
algorithm can run in parallel and reduces the size of the original problem and then the reduced problem
can be solved by any classical method. For both variants, we show that the preprocessing algorithm can
be efficiently used to decrease the size of the dense matrices, up to 99%.
2. Entropy maximization and matrix scaling
In this section, after recalling some known facts concerning the connection between entropy maximiza-
tion and matrix scaling problems, we show (Theorem 2.3) that the unique solution of a deformed entropy
maximization problem i.e., an entropy maximization problem depending of a deformation parameter,
converges to the solution of an optimal assignment problem. We also determine the convergence speed
(Corollary 2.2).
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2.1 Background results
The diagonal scaling problem can be generally defined as finding diagonal matrices Dr and Dc with
positive diagonal entries such that the scaled matrix DrADc has prescribed row and column sums. Due
to the variety of its applications, this problem has been well studied Menon & Schneider (1969); Brualdi
(1974); Sinkhorn & Knopp (1967). A comparison of the proposed algorithms to solve this problem, can
be found in Schneider & Zenios (1990). A remarkable special case arises when the row and column
sums of the matrix X = DrADc are required to be identically one, so that X is bistochastic.
A non-negative matrix, A, has support if it has a positive diagonal that is, there exists a permutation
σ such that aiσ(i) > 0,16 i6 n. Also, it has total support if every positive entry belongs to a diagonal.
The standard way to check whether a matrix has support is to compute its Dulmage-Mendelsohn de-
composition Dulmage & Mendelsohn (1958); Pothen & Fan (1990). However, this approach does not
lead to a parallel algorithm. We note that an alternative algorithm based on diagonal scaling has been
proposed by Linial et al. (2000). This algorithm allows one to determine whether a n× n matrix has
support after n2 log(n) Sinkhorn iterations. It can be implemented in parallel.
A non-negative square matrix A is fully indecomposable if there does not exist permutation matrices
P and Q such that PAQ is of the form (
A1 A2
O A3
)
,
where A1 and A3 are square matrices. The following theorem provides a sufficient condition for the
existence of a diagonal scaling.
THEOREM 2.1 (Sinkhorn & Knopp (1967)) Let A be an n× n non-negative matrix with total support.
Then there exist diagonal matrices Dr and Dc such that DrADc is bistochastic. Moreover, if A is fully
indecomposable, then Dr and Dc are unique up to a constant factor.
Now, consider the following optimization problem, which consists in finding an n× n bistochastic
matrix X = (xi j) maximizing the following relative entropy
max
X∈Bn
Jp(X), Jp(X) := ∑
i j
xi jbi j + p−1S(X), bi j = logai j, (2.1)
where
S(X) := −∑
i j
xi j logxi j
is the entropy function, p > 0 is a parameter, and Bn denotes the set of n× n bistochastic matrices. We
define 0× (−∞)≡ 0 in the context of the product xi jbi j.
We shall assume that the matrix A := (ai j) has total support, so that the diagonal matrices Dr and Dc
are known to exist. We denote by G(A) := {(i, j) | ai j > 0} the pattern (set of non-zero entries) of the
matrix A.
The general relation between the entropy maximization and scaling problems is well known, see
e.g. Schneider (1989) for an overview.
THEOREM 2.2 (Corollary of (Borwein et al., 1994, Th. 3.1) also Ando (1989)) Let A be a matrix with
total support. Then, the solution X(p) of the entropy maximization problem indicated in Equation 2.1 is
unique and it is characterized by the existence of two diagonal matrices Dr and Dc, such that X =DrADc.
Thus, the characterization of the theorem shows that X is obtained from the pth Hadamard power
A(p) :=(api j) by a diagonal scaling. The previous theorem is a special case of Theorem 3.1 of Borwein et al.
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(1994), which is established in a more general infinite dimensional setting (for p = 1; but the result for
an arbitrary p follows trivially from it).
2.2 Convergence to optimal assignment
We now study the convergence of X(p) as p tends to infinity. We shall consider the face F of the polytope
of bistochastic matrices consisting of the optimal solutions of the linear programming formulation of
the optimal assignment problem
max
x∈Bn ∑i j xi jbi j = maxσ∈Sn ∑i biσ(i) .
THEOREM 2.3 As p tends to infinity, the matrix X(p) converges to the unique matrix X∗ maximizing the
entropy among the ones that belong to the face F consisting of the convex hull of optimal permutation
matrices. In particular, if the solution of the optimal assignment problem is unique, then X(p) converges
to the associated bistochastic matrix.
Proof. Since X(p) is the point of maximum of Jp,
Jp(X(p)) = ∑
i j
xi j(p)bi j + p−1S(X(p))
> Jp(X∗) = ∑
i j
x∗i jbi j + p−1S(X∗)
= max
σ∈Sn ∑i biσ(i)+ p
−1S(X∗)
Consider a sequence (pk)k>1 converging to infinity, and assume that X(pk) converges to some matrix
Z, which must belong to Bn. Setting p = pk in the previous inequality and taking the limit as k tends to
infinity, we get ∑i j zi jbi j >maxσ∈Sn ∑i biσ(i), which shows that Z belongs to the face F .
Observe that
p−1k (S(X(pk))− S(X∗)) =
(
Jpk(X(pk))− Jpk(X∗)
)
+
(∑
i j
x∗i jbi j −∑
i j
xi j(pk)bi j
)
is the sum of two non-negative terms, because X(pk) is a point of maximum of Jpk , and X∗ ∈ F is a
convex hull of matrices representing optimal permutations. It follows that S(X(pk))− S(X∗) > 0, and
so, if Z is any accumulation point of X(pk) as k tends to infinity, S(Z)−S(X∗)> 0, showing that Z is of
maximal entropy among the matrices in F . Since the entropy function is strictly convex, X∗ is the only
point with the latter property, and so every accumulation point of X(pk) is equal to X∗, showing that
X(p) converges to X∗ as p → ∞. 
COROLLARY 2.1 If there is only one optimal permutation, then X(p) converges to the corresponding
permutation matrix.
2.3 Speed of convergence
We have already shown in Theorem 2.3 that the maximal entropy solution X(p) converges as p tends to
infinity, to a matrix X(∞) which is a convex hull of optimal permutation matrices. In particular, X(p)
converges to an optimal permutation matrix if the optimal permutation is unique. Now, the question is
how fast this convergence is. This is answered by the next results.
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Following Hardy & Riesz (1915), we call generalized Dirichlet series in a parameter t a sum
s := ∑
α∈R
cα tα , (2.2)
where the coefficients cα ∈C are such that supps := {α ∈R | cα 6= 0} is either a finite (possibly empty)
set or a denumerable set having ∞ as the only accumulation point (in particular, a finite number of
monomials with negative powers of t may appear in the series).
THEOREM 2.4 Assume that the matrix A has total support. Then, every entry xi j(p) is given by a gen-
eralized Dirichlet series in the parameter t = exp(−p) that is absolutely convergent in some punctured
disk 0 < |t|< δ .
This field was used in particular by Akian, Bapat and Gaubert Akian et al. (1998) to address a
somehow related asymptotic problem, concerning the Perron eigenvector of the matrix A(p) as p → ∞.
The corresponding field of formal generalized Dirichlet series is also a useful tool in tropical geometry,
as pointed out by Markwig (2010). Before proving this theorem, we derive the following corollary.
COROLLARY 2.2 Assume that the matrix A has total support. Then, there exists a positive constant c
such that,
|xi j(p)− xi j(∞)|= O(exp(−cp))
holds for all 16 i, j 6 n, as p → ∞.
Proof. We already showed that xi j(p) converges to xi j(∞) as p → ∞. It follows that the leading
monomial of the Dirichlet series expansion of xi j(p) is xi j(∞), and that the next monomial is necessarily
of the form di j exp(−ci j p) for some ci j > 0 and di j ∈ R (we adopt the convention that di j = 0 if xi j(p)
is constant near p = ∞). Then, it suffices to take for c the minimum of all the ci j obtained in this way. 
The proof of Theorem 2.4 uses a model theory result of van den Dries & Speisseger (1998), who
constructed a o-minimal expansion of the field of real numbers which is such that the definable functions
in one variable correspond to generalized Dirichlet series that are absolutely convergent in a punctured
disk. We briefly recall their construction, referring the reader to the monography van den Dries (1998)
for more background on o-minimal structures, and in particular for the definition of the notions used
here.
For any m> 1, let t1, . . . , tm be commuting variables, and consider a formal series
F = ∑
α
cα t
α , α = (α1, . . . ,αm), t
α := tα11 . . . t
αm
m ,
where the multi-index α ranges over [0,∞)m. The support of F is now suppF := {α | cα 6= 0}. We
denote byR[[{t1, . . . , tm}+]] theR-algebra of formal series the support of which is included in a Cartesian
product S1×·· ·× Sm where every Si is either a finite subset of R or a denumerable subset of R having
∞ has the only accumulation point. For each r = (r1, . . . ,rm) with 0 < ri < ∞ for i = 1, . . . ,m, we
set ‖F‖r := ∑α |cα |rα , and denote by R{{t1, . . . , tm}+}r the subalgebra of R[[{t1, . . . , tm}+]] consisting
of those F such that ‖F‖r < ∞. Then, we denote by Ran+ the expansion of the real ordered field
(R,<,0,1,+,−, ·) by the collection of all functions f : Rm → R, with m ∈ N, such that f is 0 outside
[0,1]m and that it is given on [0,1]m by a power series F ∈ R{{t1, . . . , tm}+}r for some r = (r1, . . . ,rm)
with r1 > 1, . . . ,rm > 1. The following theorem follows from van den Dries & Speisseger (1998).
THEOREM 2.5 (See Theorem B and § 10, Paragraph 2 in van den Dries & Speisseger (1998)) Let ε > 0
and let f : (0,ε)→R be definable in Ran+. Then, there exists a generalized Dirichlet series F ∈R{{t}+}
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in a single variable t that is absolutely convergent in a punctured disk 0 < |t|< δ for some δ < ε , such
that f (t) = F(t) holds for all 0 < |t|< δ .
Actually, Theorem B in van den Dries & Speisseger (1998) deals with a larger o-minimal structure,
Ran∗, in which it is only required that every set Si is well ordered in the above construction. The latter
theorem shows that every definable function in one variable in this larger structure coincides with a Hahn
series (series with well ordered support) that is absolutely convergent in a punctured disk. However, it
is remarked in Section 10 of van den Dries & Speisseger (1998) that the same statement remains true
if “well ordered” is replaced by “finite or denumerable with ∞ as the only accumulation point” in the
construction of Ran∗ and if Hahn series are replaced by generalized Dirichlet series.
of Theorem 2.4. We make the change of variable t = exp(−p), and we will write X ′(t) for X(− logt).
Since the n×n matrix A is non-negative and has total support, so does A(p) for all 0< p <∞, and so,
the solution X(p) of the entropy maximization problem is the only matrix X such that there there exist
diagonal n× n matrices Dr and Dc with positive diagonal entries such that A(p) = DrXDc. Every non-
zero entry of the matrix A(p) can be written as api j = t− logai j . In particular, the function t 7→ api j belongs to
R[[{t}+]]r for every r ∈ (0,∞). It follows that for every r ∈ (0,∞), the function f : (0,r)→R, t 7→ X ′(t)
is definable in the structure Ran+. Hence, by Theorem 2.5, every entry of X ′(t) has an expansion as a
generalized Dirichlet series in the variable t and this series is absolutely convergent in a punctured disk
0 < |t|< δ . 
REMARK 2.1 The formulation (2.1) is somehow reminiscent of interior point methods, in which the
entropy S(X) = −∑i j xi j logxi j is replaced by a log-barrier function (the latter would be ∑i j logxi j in
the present setting). The present X(p) thought of as a function of p → ∞ is analogous to the central
path, and as does the central path, X(p) converges to a face containing optimal solutions. However,
the entropy S(X) does not satisfies the axioms of the theory of self-concordant barriers on which the
analysis of interior point methods is based. Indeed, the speed of convergence in O(exp(−cp)) appears
to be of a totally different nature by comparison with the speed of O(1/p) observed in interior point
methods Nesterov & Nemirovskii (1994).
EXAMPLE 2.6 The constant c appearing in Corollary 2.2 can be small if there are several nearly optimal
permutations, and then a large value of p may be needed to approximate X(∞). However, in such cases,
a much smaller value of p turns out to be enough for the method described in the next sections, the
aim of which is to eliminate a priori entries not belonging to (nearly) optimal permutations. This is
illustrated by the following matrix, in which the identity permutation is optimal, and the transposition
(1,2) is nearly optimal:
A =

 1 0.99 0.990.99 1 1/3
0.25 0.5 1

 .
For p = 10, we have the following matrix, the significant entries of which indicate precisely the optimal
and nearly optimal permutations:
0.5195148 0.4595136 0.02101960.4804643 0.5195864 0.0000004
0.0000209 0.0209000 0.9789800

 .
The convergence of X(p) to X(∞) is illustrated in Figure 3. Observe that the graph of logxi j(p) as
a function of p is approximately piecewise affine. In fact, each piece corresponds to a monomial in
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FIG. 3. The variation of log10 x12(p) as a function of p.
the generalized Dirichlet series expansion (2.2). The path p 7→ X(p) converges quickly to the face
containing the two nearly optimal permutations and slowly to the unique optimal permutation.
REMARK 2.2 Finding an explicit formula for the speed of convergence c appears to be an interesting
combinatorial problem (which is beyond the scope of this paper).
3. Deformed Sinkhorn iteration
In this section, we consider the Sinkhorn iteration, which is probably the most classical way of comput-
ing the diagonal matrices Dr,Dc of Theorem 2.2, leading to the solution of the entropy maximization
problem. We develop a “path following method” in which the value of p is gradually increased in the
course of Sinkhorn iterations. We prove that if the matrix A has support (A has support if it has a pos-
itive diagonal), and if the growth of p is moderate enough, then the sequence of matrices produced by
the algorithm converges to a point which belongs to the face generated by optimal permutations. The
results of this section leads to an algorithm to compute the optimal assignment which we refer to as de-
formed Sinkhorn iteration. This algorithm is mostly interesting from the theoretical point of view since
the value of p increases slowly in the course of the algorithm which yields a slow convergence to the
solution.
3.1 Sinkhorn iteration
A simple way to compute the diagonal matrices Dr,Dc is Sinkhorn iteration Sinkhorn & Knopp (1967).
This algorithm starts from a given matrix A, divides every row by its sum, then every column of the new
matrix by its sum, and so on, until the matrix obtained in this way converges to a bistochastic matrix. The
advantage of this algorithm is that it can be efficiently implemented in parallel Amestoy et al. (2008)
and it can be applied to any non-negative matrix which has at least one nonzero permutation. The
disadvantage is that, it is generally slower than other methods.
Recall first that the open cone C = {x ∈ Rn : xi > 0,∀i} consisting of positive vectors of Rn is
equipped with Hilbert’s projective metric, defined by
d(x,x′) = logmax
i, j
xix
′
j
x′ix j
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Note that d(x,x′) is zero if and only if the vectors x and x′ are proportional. We refer to (Bapat & Raghavan,
1997, § 6) for more background. In particular, if A is a positive matrix, a theorem of Birkhoff shows that
the map x 7→ Ax is a contraction in Hilbert’s projective metric, with a contraction rate
κ(A) := sup{d(Ay,Ay
′)
d(y,y′) : y,y
′ ∈C,y,y′ non proportional}= θ (A)
1/2− 1
θ (A)1/2 + 1
,
where
θ (A) = expsup{d(Ay,Ay′) : y,y′ ∈C}= max
i, j,p,l
aira jl
a jrail
The following result is a consequence of this theorem.
PROPOSITION 3.1 (Franklin & Lorenz (1989)) For a positive matrix A, the global rate of convergence
of Sinkhorn iteration is bounded above by κ(A)2.
This general bound is applicable only for positive matrices and it can be coarse in practice. We shall
use this contraction rate to prove the convergence of our deformed Sinkhorn iteration in Section 3.4.
It is proved by Soules (1991) that the rate of convergence of Sinkhorn algorithm is always linear
when the input matrix, A, has total support. He defines, X k+1 = f (X k) where, X0 = A and f is an
operator which divides each row by its sum and then divides each column by its sum. He also defines a
scalar,
ξ = limsup
k
‖X k+1−X∗‖
‖X k−X∗‖
for a given norm ‖.‖, where X∗ denotes the final bistochastic matrix. Since the value of ξ is norm
dependent, he called the convergence rate to be linear if for some norm, 0 < ξ < 1, which he proved
for Sinkhorn iteration. More recently, Knight (2008) provided a local rate of convergence. Due to his
work, for classical Sinkhorn iteration the local rate of convergence of a fully indecomposable matrix, is
bounded by σ22 where σ2 is the second singular value of the bistochastic matrix to which the iteration
converges. Hence, the following result allows us to estimate the local convergence rate of Sinkhorn
iteration, as p → ∞.
PROPOSITION 3.2 Assume that there is only one optimal permutation. Then, there is a constant c > 0
such that
1−O(exp(−cp))6 σ2(X(p))6 1 as p → ∞
Assume now that the matrix X(∞) is fully indecomposable (which implies that there are several optimal
permutations). Then,
σ2(X(p))→ σ2(X(∞))< 1 as p → ∞ .
Proof. Let σ1 > σ2 > . . .> σp and σ˜1 > σ˜2 > . . .> σ˜p denote the singular values of two n×n matrices,
X and ˜X respectively. Define a diagonal matrix D such that dii = σ˜i − σi. Due to the perturbation
theorem of Mirsky (1960) for any unitarily invariant norm ‖.‖ we have, ‖D‖ 6 ‖ ˜X −X‖. So, for X(p)
and X(∞),
|σ2(X(p))−σ2(X(∞))|6 ‖X(p)−X(∞)‖2 6 O(exp(−cp))
for which the constant c depends on the coefficients of the Puiseux series and possibly on the dimension
of X(p). Thus, if the original matrix has only one optimal permutation, σ2(X(∞)) = 1 which implies
that
1−O(exp(−cp))6 σ2(X(p))
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Moreover according to the Birkhoff-von Neumann theorem Birkhoff (1946), for any norm ‖.‖ on Rn
which is invariant under permutation of the coordinates and for any bistochastic matrix X , ‖X‖= 1 and
subsequently
1−O(exp(−cp))6 σ2(X(p))6 1
When X(∞) is fully indecomposable, since the multiplication of two fully indecomposable matrices
is also fully indecomposable, M = X(∞)XT (∞) is fully indecomposable. Note also that for all 16 i6 n,
mii = ∑nj=1 x2i j > 0, which implies that M is primitive. Then, according to the Perron-Frobenius theorem,
all the eigenvalues of M distinct from ρ(M) have a modulus strictly smaller than ρ(M) = 1 which yields
σ2(X(∞))< 1. 
3.2 Definition of deformed Sinkhorn iteration
Let A ∈Rn×n be a real non-negative matrix. The standard Sinkhorn iteration is defined as follows
Z0 =R(A) ;
Wm = C(Zm−1) ;
Zm =R(Wm) ;
where Wm and Zm respectively, are column scaled and row scaled matrices and C denote the column
scaling operator in which all the columns of a matrix are divided by their sums and R be the similar
operator for rows. It is easy to verify that, R(DB) =R(B) and C(BD) = C(B) for any diagonal matrix
D. Now consider the following iteration for a sequence of vectors um,vm ∈ Rn
v0 = 1 (3.1)
um+1 = I(Avm) (3.2)
vm+1 = I(AT um+1) (3.3)
where 1 denotes the vector (1,1, . . . ,1)T of dimension n and I denotes the operator which inverts every
entry of a vector. In the sequel, for all vectors v = (v1, . . . ,vn)T ∈ Rn, diag(v) denotes the diagonal
matrix with diagonal entries v1, . . . ,vn.
PROPOSITION 3.3 For a non-negative matrix A, which has total support, the iteration defined by Equa-
tions 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 coincides with Sinkhorn iteration such that
Wm = diag(um)Adiag(vm)
Zm = diag(um+1)Adiag(vm)
Proof. Note that Z0 =R(A) and that Zm =R(Adiag(vm)) so
Zm =R(diag(um)Adiag(vm)) =R(Wm)
a similar statement can be proved for Wm to show that Wm = C(Zm−1). 
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Now consider the following iteration which is a standard Sinkhorn iteration with a deformation of
using an increasing sequence pm which goes to infinity.
v0 = 1
um+1 = I(A(pm+1)vm) ;
vm+1 = I(A(pm+1)T um+1) .
Analogous to the standard Sinkhorn iteration, let Wm+1 and Zm respectively, be column scaled and row
scaled matrices defined as the following:
Wm = diag(um)A(pm) diag(vm)
Zm = diag(um+1)A(pm+1) diag(vm) (3.4)
PROPOSITION 3.4 For a diagonal matrix D, real matrices B,C and the matrices Wm,Zm in the iteration,
the following properties hold.
1. R(C ◦ (DB)) =R(C ◦B) where ◦ indicates the Hadamard product
2. Wm = C(Zm−1)
3. Zm =R(Wm ◦A(pm+1−pm))
Proof. We only prove the last one since others are straightforward.
Zm =R(A(pm+1) diag(vm))
=R(A(pm) diag(vm)◦A(pm+1−pm))
=R((diag(um)A(pm) diag(vm))◦A(pm+1−pm))
=R(Wm ◦A(pm+1−pm))

So we define deformed Sinkhorn iteration as the following
Z0 =R(A(p1)) ;
Wm = C(Zm−1), cm = (Zm−1T )1 ; (3.5)
Zm =R(Wm ◦A(pm+1−pm)), rm = (Wm ◦A(pm+1−pm))1 . (3.6)
Here, rm,cm respectively denote the vectors of row sums and column sums.
In the following two sections, we will prove that the deformed Sinkhorn iteration will converge to
a bistochastic matrix where all the nonzero entries belong to an optimal permutation of the original
matrix.
3.3 Convergence to optimal assignment
For an input matrix, A = (ai j), assume that the deformed Sinkhorn iteration converges to a bistochastic
matrix. Define the weight of a permutation, σ , with respect to A, to be ωσ (A) = ∏i aiσ(i). If A has a
support, it should have at least one optimal permutation as σopt with nonzero weight. It is evident that
σopt is the optimal permutation for all the matrices Wm and Zm produced by each deformed Sinkhorn
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iteration. Observe that for all permutations σ and pi , the ratio ωσ (A)ωpi (A) is invariant if we multiply the matrix
A by diagonal matrices. So it follows from the Equation 3.4 that
γm =
ωσ (Zm)
ωpi(Zm)
= γm−1(
ωσ (A)
ωpi (A)
)pm+1−pm = (
ωσ (A)
ωpi (A)
)pm+1
Thus, for all non optimal permutations such as σ , ωσ (Zm)ωσopt (Zm) will converge to zero when pm → ∞. Since
in each iteration the weight of optimal permutation, ωσopt (Zm), is bounded above by 1, the weight of all
non optimal permutations will converge to zero which yields the following lemma.
LEMMA 3.1 Assume that the deformed Sinkhorn iteration converges to a matrix, Z, produced by the de-
formed Sinkhorn iteration when pm →∞. If the original matrix A has a support, then all the permutations
of Z have zero weight, except the optimal permutations of the original matrix A.
Due to the theorem of Birkhoff-von Neumann, a square bistochastic matrix in R is a convex com-
bination of permutation matrices. Hence, all the nonzero entries of a bistochastic matrix belong to a
permutation with nonzero weight. This statement together with the previous lemma yield the following
theorem.
THEOREM 3.5 For a non-negative matrix A which has a support, as pm → ∞, if the deformed Sinkhorn
iteration converges to a matrix X , then all the nonzero entries of X belong to an optimal permutation of
the original matrix.
3.4 Convergence to bistochastic matrix for positive matrices
Recall that the rate of convergence of the classical Sinkhorn iteration is bounded above by κ(A)2 where
κ(A) = θ(A)
1/2−1
θ(A)1/2+1 . The following theorem presents the main result of this section:
THEOREM 3.6 Let A be a positive matrix. If pm = a log(m+1) where 0< a logθ < 2, then the deformed
Sinkhorn iteration will converge to a bistochastic matrix and subsequently to a solution of optimal
assignment of the original matrix A.
The proof relies on the next lemmas. For a matrix A, θ (A) = θ (AT ), and for two diagonally equiva-
lent matrices such as A and B, θ (A) = θ (B).
LEMMA 3.2 For positive matrices A and B, diagonal matrix D and the Hilbert projective metric d(x,x′),
the following properties hold.
1. d(Ax,Ax′)6 κ(A)d(x,x′)
2. d((A◦B)x,x′)6 log max(B)
min(B) + d(Ax,x
′)
3. κ(AD◦B) = κ(A◦BD) = κ((A◦B)D) = κ(D(A◦B)) = κ(A◦B)
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
COROLLARY 3.1 κ(A) is invariant under R or C operators.
LEMMA 3.3 Let Wm and Zm be the matrices in Equations (3.5,3.6) at iteration m. The following prop-
erties hold.
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1. κ(Zm) = κ(A(pm+1))
2. κ(Wm) = κ(A(pm))
Proof. The proof is straightforward. 
The next lemma is analogous to Lemma 2 in Franklin & Lorenz (1989), where the classical Sinkhorn
iteration is considered.
LEMMA 3.4 Let rm,cm be the vectors defined in Equation (3.5,3.6) at iteration m and M = max(A)min(A) then,
d(rm,1) 6 (pm+1− pm) logM+(pm− pm−1)κ(A(pm)) logM
+κ(A(pm))κ(A(pm−1))d(rm−1,1)
d(cm,1) 6 (pm− pm−1) logM+(pm− pm−1)κ(A(pm−1)) logM
+κ2(A(pm−1))d(cm−1,1)
Proof. We have,
rm = (Wm ◦A(pm+1−pm))1= (Zm−1 diag(I(cm))◦A(pm+1−pm))1
= (Zm−1 ◦A(pm+1−pm))diag(I(cm))1= (Zm−1 ◦A(pm+1−pm))(I(cm)),
so
d(rm,1) = d((Zm−1 ◦A(pm+1−pm))(I(cm)),Zm−11)
6 (pm+1− pm) logM+κ(Zm−1)d(cm,1)
= (pm+1− pm) logM+κ(A(pm))d(cm,1).
Also
d(cm,1) = d((Wm−1T ◦A(pm−pm−1)T )(I(rm−1)),Wm−1T1)
6 (pm− pm−1) logM+κ(Wm−1T )d(I(rm−1),1)
= (pm− pm−1) logM+κ(Wm−1)d(rm−1,1)
= (pm− pm−1) logM+κ(A(pm−1))d(rm−1,1),
then
d(rm,1) 6 (pm+1− pm) logM+(pm− pm−1)κ(A(pm)) logM
+κ(A(pm))κ(A(pm−1))d(rm−1,1)
The second statement is established in a similar way. 
LEMMA 3.5 Assume that pm = a log(m+ 1), where 0 < a logθ (A)< 2. Then we have
lim
m→∞ d(cm,1) = 0 .
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Proof. Since
d(cm,1) = a log
m+ 1
m
logM+ a log m+ 1
m
κ(A(pm−1)) logM
+κ2(A(pm−1))d(cm−1,1)
<
2a logM
m
+κ2(A(pm−1))d(cm−1,1) .
Let β1 := d(c1,1), and define the sequence βm by βm := fm−1(βm−1), where
fm−1(x) = 2a logM
m
+κ2(A(pm−1))x .
Since every function fm is nondecreasing, an induction shows that d(cm,1)6 βm, for all m> 1, and so,
it suffices to show that limm βm = 0.
Let lm be the fixed point of fm−1. Setting α := a logθ(A)2 and observing that
1−κ2(A(pm−1)) = 4m
−α
(1+m−α)2
,
we get
lm =
2a logM
m(1−κ2(A(pm−1))) =
a logM
2
(
1+m−α
)2
m1−α
.
Since 0 < α < 1, one readily checks that the sequence lm decreases with m and converges to zero. If
βm+1 6 lm for every m, then limm→∞ βm 6 limm→∞ lm = 0, and the result is established. Assume now
that βm+1 > lm for some m. Define δk := βk+1− lk for all k > m. Observe that
δk+1 = fk(βk)− fk(lk) = κ2(A(pk))(βk − lk)
= κ2(A(pk))δk +κ2(A(pk))(lk−1− lk) .
Using the fact that κ2(A(pr))6 1 holds for all r, an immediate induction yields
δk 6
( k−1∏
r=m
κ2(A(pr))
)
δm + lm− lk, ∀k> m+ 1 . (3.7)
Since 1−κ2(A(pr))∼ 4r−α , we have
∞
∏
r=m
κ(A(pr)) = 0
Letting k→∞ in (3.7), we get limsupk→∞ δk6 lm. Since this holds for all m, it follows that limsupk→∞ δk6
0, and so,
limsup
k→∞
βk+1 = limsup
k→∞
δk + lk 6 limsup
k→∞
δk + limk→∞ lk = 0 .
Hence, βk converges to zero. 
The proof of Theorem 3.6 is achieved since limm→∞ d(cm,1) = 0 implies that limm→∞ d(rm,1) = 0.
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4. Preprocessing for the optimal assignment problem
In this section we introduce a new algorithm which can be used as a parallel preprocessing algorithm to
solve large dense optimal assignment problems, in order to delete the entries not belonging to optimal
assignment. This approach is based on computing X(p), defined in Theorem 2.3, as an approximation to
X(∞) for relatively large values of p. Before going further we need to address the numerical instability
of computing X(p).
4.1 Avoiding numerical instability
To compute X(p), one has to start from the input matrix A(p) and compute the bistochastic matrix by
applying a numerical algorithm such as Sinkhorn iteration or Newton method. But the naive computa-
tion of A(p) is numerically unstable for large values of p. In the following we provide two approaches
to avoid this numerical instability. The first method is a prescaling step which can be followed by any
scaling algorithm such as the Sinkhorn iteration or Newton method. A limitation of this method is that
the value of p cannot exceed ln l where l is the largest number, in the numerical range (for example
700 in double-precision floating-point arithmetic). This is overcome by the second approach, in which
Sinkhorn iteration is implemented with “log-glasses” (along the lines of tropical geometry). This allows
one to arbitrarily increase the value of p. However, this approach does not naturally carry over to other
(non-Sinkhorn) scaling algorithms.
4.1.1 Prescaling step for any scaling algorithm. To avoid the numerical instability one can use the
prescaling step presented below. We set max(A) = maxi j ai j,min(A) = minai j>0 ai j. By applying this
prescaling, all the nonzero scaled entries will be placed in [1,e] interval where e is Napier’s constant. In
the case when max(A)/min(A) > e, the prescaling has another interesting property, that is, the scaled
matrix is invariant by any entrywise power of the input matrix. In other words, if we apply the prescaling
to the matrix A(q), for all q > 1, the matrix obtained after the prescaling step turns out to be indepen-
dent of the choice of q. When max(A)
min(A) < e the entries of A have already been located in the interval
min(A)[1,e], then we do not need to perform the previous prescaling since the denominator in the for-
mula defining m will be small if max(A) is close to min(A).
1: if max(A)
min(A) > e then
2: m ← 1log(max(A)/min(A))
3: c ← e
log(min(A))
log(max(A)/min(A))
4: A ← 1
c
A(m)
5: else
6: A ← 1
min(A)A
7: end if
4.1.2 Logarithmic p-Sinkhorn iteration. The prescaling which has been proposed in the previous
section has a theoretical disadvantage i.e. the increase of p is limited to ln l where l is the largest
number in the numerical range. We next give a log-coordinate implementation of Sinkhorn iteration
which avoids this limitation.
Consider the Sinkhorn iteration which was defined by Equations 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 and let u¯m =
p−1 logum and v¯m = p−1 logvm, be the logarithmic values of the vectors um,vm. The logarithmic form
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of this iteration can be written as:
u¯m+1i =−
1
p
log∑
j
exp p(logai j + v¯m j)
v¯m+1i =−
1
p
log∑
j
exp p(loga ji + u¯m+1 j)
Let
xˆi j = logai j + v¯m j −maxj (logai j + v¯m j)
yˆ ji = loga ji + u¯m+1 j −maxj (loga ji + u¯m+1 j)
for which xˆi j, yˆ ji 6 0. The logarithmic iteration can be reformulated by using xˆi j and yˆ ji as the following:
u¯m+1i =−maxj (logai j + v¯m j)−
1
p
log∑
j
exp pxˆi j
v¯m+1i =−maxj (loga ji + u¯m+1 j)−
1
p
log∑
j
exp pyˆ ji
The last iteration can be computed for a sufficiently large p, without having numerical difficulties. We
note that a related trick was used by Malajovich & Zubelli (2001) in a different context.
4.2 Preprocessing algorithm
We shall use the term ε−bistochastic matrix, meaning that some distance between X and a bistochastic
matrix is less than ε . We measure this distance, for a column (row) stochastic matrix, that is a matrix
for which the sum of all columns (rows) are one, by maxi |ri− 1| where ri indicates the ith row (column)
sum.
For a fixed p > 0, the solution for the entropy maximization problem displayed in Equation (2.1)
can be computed by any scaling algorithm such as Sinkhorn iteration or Newton method. Using Corol-
lary 2.2, it can be seen that if the original matrix has only one optimal permutation, the order of magni-
tude of all the entries which belong to the optimal permutation will be 1±O(exp(−cp)) while the order
of magnitude of all other entries will be O(exp(−cp)). As an example, consider the following 5 by 5
random matrix with the bold entries belonging to optimal permutation.
A =


0.292 0.502 0.918 0.281 0.686
0.566 0.437 0.044 0.128 0.153
0.483 0.269 0.482 0.778 0.697
0.332 0.633 0.264 0.212 0.842
0.594 0.405 0.415 0.112 0.406


By applying Sinkhorn iteration on A(50) the following matrix can be computed.
X(50) =


3.4E− 27 1.5E− 08 1.0E+00 7.4E− 26 4.7E− 06
4.8E− 02 9.4E-01 4.6E− 56 4.0E− 32 7.9E− 28
2.5E− 13 4.6E− 19 9.3E− 12 1.0E+00 1.0E− 02
1.5E− 23 1.2E− 02 6.2E− 27 4.3E− 31 9.8E-01
9.5E-01 4.1E− 02 6.2E− 07 1.0E− 34 2.3E− 06


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Thus, for sufficiently large values of p, when X(p) is an ε−bistochastic matrix, one may delete all the
small entries which are less than a threshold t, chosen consistent with ε , while keeping all others. In
this way the size of the original problem in terms of memory requirements will be reduced to a much
smaller one.
Determining a priori the coarsest accuracy ε and the maximal threshold t, which are required to find
an optimal permutation would need to determine the maximal entropy solution X(∞) characterized in
Theorem 2.3. This appears to be in general a difficult problem. We choose a different route, which is
to choose a priori ε and t by a simple heuristic rule, and then to verify a posteriori that the deletions
of small entries did not alter the value of the optimal assignment up to a required precision, thanks to
the approximate optimality certificate described in Proposition 4.1. If this is not the case, then, ε or t
must be decreased. We fix the initial accuracy and threshold by considering the “worst” case in which
the matrix X(∞) is uniform, with all entries equal to 1/n (and n! optimal permutations), leading to the
conservative choice ε = t = 1/n.
PROPOSITION 4.1 (Approximate optimality certificate) For an input matrix A, and a scalar p, let Dr,Dc
be the diagonal matrices such that X(p) = DrADc. Also, let σopt denote an optimal permutation and
dri,dc j denote respectively the ith and the jth diagonal elements of Dr,Dc. Then,
log(ωσopt (A))6
1
p
(
n
∑
i=1
max
j
logxi j(p)−
n
∑
i=1
logdri−
n
∑
j=1
logdc j
)
. (4.1)
Proof. Note that for any permutation σ and 1 6 i 6 n we have p logaiσ(i) = logxiσ(i)(p)− logdri −
logdcσ(i) which yields,
n
∑
i=1
p logaiσ(i) =
n
∑
i=1
logxiσ(i)(p)−
n
∑
i=1
logdri−
n
∑
i=1
logdcσ(i) .
Observe that ∑ni=1 logdcσ(i) = ∑nj=1 logdc j and
n
∑
i=1
logxiσ(i)(p)6
n
∑
i=1
max
j
logxi j(p) ,
so we get
log(ωσ (A)) =
n
∑
i=1
logaiσ(i) 6
1
p
(
n
∑
i=1
max
j
logxi j(p)−
n
∑
i=1
logdri−
n
∑
j=1
logdc j
)
The latter inequality holds for any permutation which completes the proof. 
For a matrix A and any choice of p, and for a threshold t, let us define the matrix B as follows
Bi j =
{
Ai j if x(p)i j > t,
0 otherwise;
(4.2)
which denotes the reduced matrix after deleting some entries of A. Let ωopt(B) denote the value of the
optimal assignment of B. Define the ratio γ as follows,
γ =
exp 1p
(
∑ni=1 max j logxi j(p)−∑ni=1 logdri−∑nj=1 logdc j
)
ωσopt (B)
. (4.3)
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Note that when the matrix A has only one optimal permutation and when p tends to infinity, by Theo-
rem 2.3, the Inequality 4.1 will become an equality and
σopt(B) = σopt(A) = limp→∞
1
p
(
n
∑
i=1
max
j
logxi j(p)−
n
∑
i=1
logdri−
n
∑
j=1
logdc j
)
,
which yields that γ = 1. By comparison with A, the matrix B has been sparsified, so that it may fit
in the memory of a sequential machine in situations in which A does not. In particular, σopt(B) can
be computed by a sequential algorithm. Also, the numerator in the expression of γ can be readily
evaluated. Hence, the approximate optimality certificate can be used a posteriori to check that the value
of an optimal permutation of B which has been found is close to the value of the optimal assignment
problem for A.
Algorithm 1 Preprocessing for optimal assignment problem
input: A,opt ratio comment: opt ratio: is the required optimal ratio.
Default: ε, t ← 1/n, p0 ← 100
p ← p0
γ ← opt ratio
n ← size(A,1)
while γ < opt ratio do
comment: Prescaling
if max(A)
min(A) > e then
m ← 1log(max(A)/min(A)) , c ← e
log(min(A))
log(max(A)/min(A))
A ← 1
c
A(m)
else
A ← 1
min(A)A
end if
comment: Main section
apply any diagonal scaling algorithm to A(p) and compute the diagonal matrices Dr,Dc and
ε−bistochastic matrix X .
Compute the matrix B defined in (4.2).
Compute the value of γ defined in (4.3).
increase p; comment: increase p and repeat until the required optimality ratio is achieved.
end while
return any optimal permutation of the matrix B.
The above arguments lead to Algorithm 1. The inputs of the algorithm are a square matrix and
the required ratio of optimality which we denote by opt ratio and which should be greater than 1. We
incorporate the prescaling step proposed in Section 4.1.1 in order to be able to use any scaling algorithm.
This algorithm is justified by Theorem 2.3, which implies that if p is large enough, and if ε and t are
sufficiently small, deleting the small entries will not affect the entries belonging to optimal permutations.
This is illustrated in Figure 4 for a random matrix and “lotkin” matrix from the gallery of Matlab of
size 100. Increasing p leads to the true value of the assignment problem (γ tends to one), but the con-
vergence of the Sinkhorn algorithm becomes slower as p increases. This fact is illustrated in Figure 5.
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FIG. 4. The horizontal axis shows the ratio γ . The vertical
axis shows the values of p. The solid line gives γ as a func-
tion of p for a random matrix of size 100. The dashed line
gives the same function for the “lotkin” matrix from the
gallery of Matlab of size 100. We used Sinkhorn iteration
as the scaling algorithm.
FIG. 5. The horizontal axis shows the number of iterations to
a 1/100-bistochastic matrix by using Sinkhorn iteration. The
vertical axis shows the values of p. The solid line gives the
number of iterations for a random matrix of size 100 and as a
function of p. The dashed line shows the same function for the
“lotkin” matrix from the gallery of Matlab of size 100.
Here the required number of Sinkhorn iterations is demonstrated for several values of p for a random
matrix and “lotkin” matrix, both of size 100. We set p0 = 100 by default, together with ε = t = 1/n as
pointed out above. We increased p by 50 at each step when γ is larger than a given optimal ratio.
5. Experimental results
In this section we provide experiments that show the efficiency of Algorithm 1. We use Sinkhorn
iteration and Newton iteration as a scaling algorithm in the course of Algorithm 1. In our experiments
we set the required optimal ratio (opt ratio in Algorithm 1) around 2. We present the exact value of γ
and the value of p corresponding to each input matrix in our experimental results. Note that to compute
γ we need to compute the optimal assignment after deleting the small entries. We used two Matlab
implementations of Munkres assignment algorithm downloadable from “mathworks” website1.
In our experiments we generated several dense matrices from the gallery of test matrices of Matlab.
Most of these matrices are full. For these experiments we set the dimension to 1000. Since some of these
matrices have negative entries, before running our algorithm we take the absolute values of the matrix
entries (A = abs(A)). The experiments are also presented for a random matrix, referred to as “rand” (the
random function of Matlab) and an Euclidean random matrix referred to as “Euclidean” in the tables
below. The latter example has been considered in the context of statistical physics Parisi (2002). We
draw at random 2n points x1, . . . ,xn;y1, . . . ,yn uniformly in the unit cube of R3. Then, we consider the
matrix A where ai j = exp(−d(xi,y j)) and d is the Euclidean distance. In this way, the permutation σ
which maximizes ∏ni=1 ai j is the same permutation which minimizes the distance between these two sets
of points.
The columns of Tables 1, 2 and 3 from left to right are: gallery name, the value of γ , the value of p,
number of iterations and the percentage of remaining entries over the number of nonzero entries after
1http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/6543-functions-for-the-rectangular-assignment-problem/content/assignmentoptimal.m
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange/20328-munkres-assignment-algorithm/content/munkres.m
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TABLE 1. Sinkhorn iteration for dense matrices from the
gallery of test matrices of Matlab and for random and random
Euclidean distance matrices
Gallery γ p No.it. Rem.(%)
cauchy 1.490 100 70 46.17
minij 1.000 100 568 24.05
moler 1.028 100 281 26.24
pei 1.000 100 1 0.10
prolate 1.000 100 16 1.69
randcorr 1.000 100 1 0.10
toeppd 1.000 100 1 0.10
chebvand 1.745 150 2 31.78
circul 1.000 100 1 17.20
cycol 1.900 450 93 1.36
rand 1.839 100 2 25.87
euclidean 1.728 200 1416 0.92
chebspec 1.004 100 343 3.54
lehmer 1.000 100 858 16.46
gcdmat 1.000 100 2405 0.20
lotkin 1.817 200 132 40.72
applying the preprocessing algorithm. We used Matlab version 7.12.0.
5.1 Sinkhorn iteration
The experiments presented in Table 1 are obtained by using Sinkhorn iteration as a diagonal scaling
method in Algorithm 1. For most of the cases the value of γ is already less than 2 when p = 100 which
means that, at worst, we loose the optimality by a factor of 2, whereas for some matrices, we do get the
optimal permutation (γ = 1). Note that for “pei”, “randcorr” and “toeppd” matrices, the only nonzero
entries are those that belong to the optimal permutation.
For more than 50% of the cases the original problem is reduced to a new problem which has less
than 4% of the original entries and in 81% it is reduced to a new problem with less than 27% of the
input entries. The algorithm generally converges quickly to the solution. More precisely in 37% of the
cases, the algorithm converges in at most 2 iterations and in 62% of the cases, the algorithm converges
in at most 132 iterations. Since, Sinkhorn iteration can be implemented in parallel, this method can be
efficiently applied to large dense optimal assignment problems as a parallel preprocessing to reduce the
size of the original problem.
5.2 Newton iteration
For the sake of comparison, we implemented the preprocessing algorithm by calling a Newton algorithm
at each step. Solving the diagonal matrix scaling problem by using Newton iteration has been considered
first in the work of Khachiyan & Kalantari (1992) for positive semidefinite symmetric matrices. They
have considered the more general problem of finding a positive zero of the mapping
f (x) = b+Ax− x−1
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TABLE 2. Newton iteration for dense symmetric matrices
Gallery γ p No.it. Rem.(%)
cauchy 1.4907 100 155 46.17
gcdmat 1.000 100 151 0.20
lehmer 1.000 100 162 16.46
minij 1.000 100 162 24.05
moler 1.028 100 161 26.24
orthog 1.000 100 161 48.01
pei 1.000 100 151 0.10
prolate 1.000 100 155 1.69
randcorr 1.000 100 151 0.10
toeppd 1.000 100 151 0.10
fiedler 1.711 100 170 33.77
where A is a given matrix of dimension n and b is a fixed n−dimensional vector. They proposed a
path-following Newton algorithm of complexity O(
√
nL) where L is the binary length of the input.
Recently, Knight and Ruiz have considered a Newton algorithm for non-negative matrices Knight & Ruiz
(2012). For a symmetric matrix A, they considered the diagonal matrix scaling problem as finding a vec-
tor x such that
f (x) = D(x)Ax−1= 0
where D(x) = diag(x). If A is nonsymmetric, then the following matrix will be considered as the input
of the algorithm.
S =
(
0 A
AT 0
)
They showed that Newton iteration can be written as
Akxk+1 = Axk +D(xk)−11
where Ak = A+D(xk)−1D(Axk). Thus in each iteration a linear system of equations should be solved
for which they used the Conjugate Gradient method. In the nonsymmetric case, the latter linear system
is singular, however it is proved that the system is consistent whenever A has support. Our experiments
which will be presented later show that, the method works quickly for dense nonsymmetric matrices.
More details and the exact implementation of this method can be found in Knight & Ruiz (2012).
Here, we used the latter method to find the scaling matrices in Algorithm 1. In Tables 2 and 3, No.it.
denotes the total number of operations, each of them takes O(n2) time to be done. This includes all the
iterations of Conjugate Gradient method for each Newton step. Tables 2 and 3 show the results for dense
symmetric and nonsymmetric matrices. For both cases the algorithm converges rapidly in small number
of iterations. The percentage of the remaining entries is reasonably less than the original problem. For
“pei”, “randcorr” and “toeppd” matrices, the only nonzero entries are those that belong to the optimal
permutation. Also, in more than 42% of the cases, the original problem is reduced to a much smaller
problem which has less than 4% of the original entries and in 68% of the cases the problem is reduced
to a problem with less than 27% of the original entries.
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TABLE 3. Newton iteration for dense nonsymmetric matrices
Gallery γ p No.it. Rem.(%)
chebspec 1.001 100 214 3.54
chebvand 1.744 150 233 31.78
circul 1.000 100 157 17.20
forsythe 1.000 100 262 50.00
rand 1.839 100 163 25.87
euclidean 1.728 200 742 0.92
cycol 2.615 350 551 1.71
lotkin 1.817 200 495 40.72
6. Conclusion
We studied the connection between the optimal assignment problem and the entropy maximization prob-
lem, by means of a parametric deformation of the latter. We proved that, as the deformation parameter
goes to infinity, the matrix maximizing the entropy converges to a matrix whose nonzero entries are
those which belong to optimal assignments. This allowed us to develop an iterative method that we
refer to as deformed-Sinkhorn iteration. We proved that the iteration converges to the solution of opti-
mal assignment problem, if the input matrix is positive and if it has only one optimal permutation. For
positive matrices with more than one optimal permutation, the iteration converges to a matrix for which
all the nonzero entries belong to at least one optimal permutation.
We also proposed an algorithm which can be used as a preprocessing in the solution of large scale
dense optimal assignment problems to reduce the size of the input problem in terms of memory require-
ments. Experimental results have been generated for two variants of the algorithm.
The first variant, which is based on Sinkhorn iteration, shows a generally reasonable convergence
for dense matrices, with a reduction of up to 99% of the input size. This variant can be efficiently
used as a parallel preprocessing step to reduce the size of the input problem in very large dense optimal
assignment problems. Another variant of the algorithm, implemented by using Newton iteration, shows
generally a faster convergence for the tested matrices.
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